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Multi-level quantum systems loose coherence due to quantum jumps or spontaneous decay be-
tween their internal levels. Here we propose a way to simulate experimentally a three-level system
under quantum jump using a three-mode photonic system. We simulated three different dynamics
of spontaneous decay in a three-level atomic system: cascade decay, Λ decay and V decay. With an
attenuated light coherent source at the photon level, we prepared a photonic qutrit state encoded
in the parallel path of Gaussian modes. By exploring periodical phase modulation in spatial light
modulator, the corresponding dynamical maps for quantum jumps were implemented in terms of
the Kraus operator decomposition. With image measurements with an intensified charged-coupled
device (ICCD) camera we obtain the diagonal elements of the initial state density matrix. Mea-
suring the image and interference patterns of the evolved qutrit state we verified experimentally
the variation of the populations and the decoherence effects caused by the quantum jumps in the
three-level system for the three-level decay configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, quantum optical systems have
proved to be an useful option for fundamental tests
of quantum mechanics and implementation of quantum
information and quantum computation protocols [1–4].
Quantum systems are in general not isolated systems
and are most of the time subjected to uncontrolled in-
teractions to an external quantum system and/or to its
surrounds (environment) [5–7]. The system interactions
with the environment cannot be described by unitary op-
erations acting on the system and lead to dissipation (loss
of energy to the environment) and decoherence (loss of
state coherence) [8–10], consequently to a degradation
in quantum protocols [11–14]. Different uncontrolled in-
teractions, referred here as noise, that affect the coher-
ence of the quantum system state or entanglement in
bipartite or multipartite state systems have been simu-
lated quantically, more specifically, dephasing, amplitude
damping and Pauli noise [12, 15–21]. Another important
source of noise is the fundamental process called quantum
jump, where a quantum system evolves stochastically in
an abrupt unpredictable operation. Quantum jump is
an essential topic in the interpretation of quantum dy-
namics [22] and has been part of the historical debates
about the quantum mechanics fundamentals [23]. This
stochastic process, first proposed by Niels Bohr [24], has
been observed in a single ion [25], molecule [26], electron
in a trap [27], photon in a cavity [28], and in artificial
atoms [29]. Present in the photoelectric effect [30] and
in the spontaneous atom decay this process has an im-
portant role in laser cooling [31]. Although in free atoms
the jump occurs on the lifetime of the excited state this
time can be increased or shortened by surrounding the
atoms with a cavity [32]. More recently, quantum jump
was tracked in time by following the population of an
auxiliary level coupled to the ground state of an artificial
atom [33].
The transverse profile of optical beams at photon count
scenario has been a rich platform for preparing discrete
quantum states and for investigating quantum informa-
tion theories and protocols [34]. Photon beams have been
prepared in high dimension entangled states of their op-
tical angular momenta in Hermite and Laguerre-Gauss
modes [35–37]. Some useful optical systems make use
of the photon transverse momentum, which can be dis-
cretized by slits [38–40] or in different photon paths with
the aid of interferometers [41, 42] for preparing one-, two-
or four-photon quantum states in slits modes or Gaussian
modes [38, 43–46]. The use of the spatial light modula-
tor (SLM) in these optical systems allows the photon
state to be manipulated in different ways and can be
used to implement a wide range of quantum operations
[35, 39, 41, 47–49].
One crucial advantage of these physical quantum sys-
tems is that they are able to simulate much more complex
quantum systems [50, 51]. Several experiments explore
this fact to study different kinds of quantum system dy-
namics [12, 13]. These articles aim to simulate exper-
imentally an decaying dynamic of a three-level system
by preparing a photonic qutrit path state and letting the
photon beam in the qutrit state be modified by periodical
phase modulation produced by a SLM. The proposal is
to implement the spontaneous decay dynamics of a three-
level atomic system in different configurations: cascade
decay, Λ decay and V decay.
An excited atomic system may undergo spontaneous
decay through the interaction with the vacuum state
of the electromagnetic field. This kind of system typ-
ically experiences a time-dependent exponential decay,
in which the probability of an excited state |i〉 decay-
ing to |j〉 is given by pij = 1 − e−γijt, where γij is the
spontaneous decay rate between levels i and j. This pro-
cess causes a reduction in the population of the excited
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2state and also decoherence. The spontaneous decay of
the state may spoil the implementation of quantum in-
formation protocols in atomic systems [52]. This papers
is organized as follows: in section II we detail the sponta-
neous dynamic for three-level systems; in section III we
show the experimental setup used to encode and simulate
the decoherence; in section IV is presented and discussed
the results and in section V we conclude and discussed
perspectives.
II. THREE-LEVEL DECAY DYNAMICS
In a three-level system, we consider the three config-
urations of spontaneous decay dynamics: cascade decay,
Λ decay and V decay, each one with a forbidden tran-
sition and without degeneracy, which are represented in
the Fig. 1.
In the theory of quantum open system, for all these
decay dynamics, the time evolution of the three-level
atomic system is obtained by the application of a dy-
namical map. In this case, we will approach the dynam-
ical map in terms of their Kraus decompositions. The
density operator evolved in time, ρ(t), can be written as
ρ(t) =
∑
iKiρ0K
†
i , where Ki are the Kraus operators
calculated for each decay type,
∑
iKiK
†
i = I (I is the
identity operator) and ρ0 = |ψ0〉 〈ψ0| is the initial density
operator (|ψ0〉 = |ψ (t = 0)〉). The Kraus operators for
each configuration are presented in Table I.
FIG. 1. Different configurations of spontaneous decay dy-
namic in a three-level system: cascade decay, Λ decay and V
decay.
The density operator evolved in time, ρ(t), can be rep-
resented by a density matrix in terms of the level states
|i〉 (i = 1, 2, 3). We obtain the density matrix evolved in
time, Eqs. (1-3), where ρ(t) =
∑
ij ρij |i〉 〈j| and ρij are
the matrix elements:
ρ(t) = MC(ρ0) =
1
IT
I1 + I2p21 + I3p32p21 √I1I2√1− p21 √I1I3√1− p32√I1I2√1− p21 I2(1− p21) + I3p32(1− p21) √I2I3√1− p21√1− p32√
I1I3
√
1− p32
√
I2I3
√
1− p21
√
1− p32 I3(1− p32)
 , (1)
ρ(t) = MΛ(ρ0) =
1
IT
 I1 + I3p31 √I1I2 √I1I3√1− p31 − p32√I1I2 I1 + I3p32 √I2I3√1− p31 − p32√
I1I3
√
1− p31 − p32
√
I2I3
√
1− p31 − p32 I3(1− p32 − p31
 , (2)
ρ(t) = MV (ρ0) =
1
IT
I1 + I2p21 + I3p31 √I1I2√1− p21 √I1I3√1− p31√I1I2√1− p21 I2(1− p21) √I2I3√1− p21√1− p31√
I1I3
√
1− p31
√
I2I3
√
1− p21
√
1− p31 I3(1− p31)
 , (3)
where we assume the initial state to be pure and
equal to |ψ0〉 that can be rewritten as |ψ0〉 =
1√
IT
(√
I1 |1〉+
√
I2 |2〉+
√
I3 |3〉
)
, IT =
∑3
`=1 I` and Mk
is the map for the k configuration (k = C, Λ, V ).
III. THE SIMULATION OF THE DYNAMICS
A. Qutrit state preparation and operation setup
The initial state |ψ0〉 is prepared in three parallel pho-
ton paths, which are displaced relatively to each other in
the x-direction and have a transverse Gaussian intensity
profile. Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup. The pho-
ton state preparation is realized by using a laser beam,
attenuated to the single photon regime, that reaches a
phase-only reflection SLM in the region M4 as shown
in Fig. 2. This region is programmed to have an pe-
riodical binary phase grating (BPG) in the x-direction.
This gives rise to three Gaussian modes, selected by spa-
tial filtering, displaced from each other in the x-direction
[41, 53]. These three selected diffraction orders of higher
intensity are labeled as: |1〉x⊗|0〉y, |2〉x⊗|0〉y and |3〉x⊗
|0〉y. Our initial state can then be written as: |ψ0〉 =(
A1e
iφ1 |1〉x +A2eiφ2 |2〉x +A3eiφ3 |3〉x
)⊗|0〉y, where the
coefficients Ai and the phases φi, i = 1, 2 and 3, depend
only on the phase of BPG. These three paths are retro-
reflected by a mirror to the same SLM and each path
may be modulated by one of the three different periodical
linear phase grating (LPG), in which the phase increases
linearly in the y-direction. Each of these Gaussian beams,
at the path i, that defines the initial state components
|i〉x ⊗ |0〉y strikes a specified region Mi (i = 1, 2 and 3).
We are able to choose from three different periodicities
for those LPGs for producing three possible vertical (y-
direction) displacements of the first diffracted order ap-
3TABLE I. Kraus operators for cascade decay, Λ decay and V decay.
Cascade Λ V
K0

1 0 0
0
√
1− p21 0
0 0
√
1− p32


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0
√
1− p32 − p31


1 0 0
0
√
1− p21 0
0 0
√
1− p31

K1

0
√
p21 0
0 0 0
0 0 0


0 0 0
0 0
√
p32
0 0 0


0
√
p21 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

K2

0 0 0
0 0
√
p32(1− p21)
0 0 0


0 0
√
p31
0 0 0
0 0 0


0 0
√
p31
0 0 0
0 0 0

K3

0 0
√
p32p21
0 0 0
0 0 0

plied to each of the initial Gaussian modes |1〉x, |2〉x and|3〉x. In this way, we associate these three beam positions
in the y-direction with a different quantum state. We fil-
ter the first diffraction order only, which will be displaced
vertically in relation to the initial state by either of the
three established separation values. We label these path
states as |1〉y, |2〉y and |3〉y. This operation transforms
the state component |i〉x ⊗ |0〉y → |i〉x ⊗
∑3
`=0 β` |`〉y (i
= 1, 2 and 3), where β` is a complex number which de-
pends on the maximum phase and the periodicity of the
LPG in the region Mi of the SLM. A spatial filtering is
applied for selecting the higher intensity first diffraction
order in the y-direction. By using a cylindrical lens, we
can merge the three paths in the x-direction into one
path, the one labelled as the basis state |2〉x. The final
state |ψ〉 becomes:
|ψ〉 = |2〉x⊗
3∑
`=1
(
A1β1`e
iφ1l +A2β2`e
iφ2` +A3β3`e
iφ3`
) |`〉y
(4)
Therefore, the ICCD camera detects only the light of the
first orders diffracted in y-direction after the second inci-
dence in the SLM. In our experimental apparatus we have
as input state a photonic qutrit state prepared as three
beams with transverse Gaussian profile displaced hori-
zontally (path state in x-direction). The output qutrit
state consists of three beams displaced vertically (path
state in y-direction). By varying the diffraction grat-
ings we can implement different operations [41, 53]. The
large versatility of the realizable operations using this ex-
perimental scheme allows us to simulate the three-level
system decay dynamics.
B. Implementation of the Kraus operators
We simulate the levels transitions in the three-level dy-
namics by changing the LPGs’ periodicity among three
chosen periods. The simulation of the transition to a |i〉y
level (i = 1, 2 and 3) is achieved by selecting the first
diffraction order of the three incident beams to LPGs’ of
different periodicities at the SLM. The transition proba-
bilities among the three levels in the different decay con-
figurations is modified by changing the maximum phase
of the LPGs in the [0, 2pi] phase interval, which controls
the intensity of the diffracted light, i. e., the relative
intensity among the diffraction orders. The larger the
maximum phase the greater the amount of light in the
first diffraction order. Different Kraus operators with
a chosen pij can be implemented by choosing different
LPGs. All the Kraus operators were implemented by
programming a frame sequence of different LPGs at the
SLM, like a film (see Fig. 2). Each frame mimics a Kraus
operator and its time duration was set in 100 ms. A com-
plete SLM frame sequence lasts 300 ms for the λ and V
decay dynamics and 400 ms for the cascade decay. The
output state was recorded by an ICCD camera. The cam-
era exposure time was set to be equal to the SLM frame
sequence duration in each measurement. An average of
64 measurements was taken for a {p32, p31, p21} set for
characterizing the decay dynamics. By varying the pij-
set we are able to simulate the time evolution for the
dynamics of the three levels system decay since the pij
was parametrized by the evolution time t, as mentioned
above.
We assume the initial state to be pure and
equal to |ψ0〉 that can be rewritten as |ψ0〉 =
1√
IT
(√
I1 |1〉+
√
I2 |2〉+
√
I3 |3〉
)
, where IiIT = |Ai|2, φi
4FIG. 2. Experimental setup used to prepare and to implement the operations on a qutrit parallel Gaussian beam state. A
laser beam passes through a half wave-plate (HWP), a polarizer beam splitter (PBS) and a neutral density filter (NDF). This
is necessary for filtering the polarization state and to attenuate it to the single photon regime. The laser beam reaches a SLM
which the screen is divided in four regions, each one with a periodical phase diffraction grating. The attenuated laser beam
is initially diffracted by a periodical binary phase grating in the region M4 in three horizontal paths (x-direction). A state
superposition of Gaussian modes paths, |1〉x ⊗ |0〉y, |2〉x ⊗ |0〉y and |3〉x ⊗ |0〉y, is considered to be our initial state. Each of
the modes is reflected back in three different regions on the SLM: M1, M2 and M3. In the second incidence the beams may be
diffracted by linear phase gratings in which the first diffraction order propagates in three possible vertical directions, depending
on the phase grating periodicity (mode paths: |i〉x ⊗ |1〉y, |i〉x ⊗ |2〉y and |i〉x ⊗ |3〉y, i = 1, 2 and 3) . The multi-path system
passes through a cylindrical lens which transforms all |i〉x → |2〉x. After a spatial filtering, only the three possible first orders
diffracted after the second incidence in the SLM reach the detection system. An intensified charged-coupled device (ICCD)
camera records the photon counts in each position.
= 0 and IT =
∑3
`=1 Ii, with i = 1, 2 and 3. Measure-
ments at the image plane allow us to obtain the diagonal
terms of the three-level density matrix, ρii, which de-
scribes the relative population of level |i〉. For the com-
plete decay dynamics characterization we need to mea-
sure the off-diagonal density matrix elements ρij that
give information about the state coherence. By blocking
one of the three beams we can measure two-beams inter-
ference patterns at the focal plane of a second cylindrical
lens (see Fig. 2). The two-beam interference patterns
were fitted with Eq. 7 shown below. We obtain the off-
diagonal terms of the density matrix from the visibilities
of the two-beam patterns with Vij = 2 |σij(t)|,where σij
are the matrix elements of the new density operator in
the Hilbert subspace {|i〉 , |j〉} [54–56]. The experimen-
tal results are compared in the next subsection with the
theoretical predictions.
C. Detection
The physical simulation of the atomic levels are
implemented here by the photonic discrete Gaussian
beam modes |l〉y, represented in the position continu-
ous space |l〉y =
∫∞
−∞ dyexp
[
− (y−ld)22σ2
]
|1y〉, where l =
1, 2 and 3, ld is the center position of each vertical
spatial mode that are displaced by d from its neigh-
bour mode, σ is the Gaussian mode transverse width,
|1y〉 = 12pi2
∫∞
−∞ dqexp [−iqd] |1q〉 is a representation of
a photon Fock state in the transverse position and |1q〉
is the Fock state in the transverse momentum variable
[57]. The probability of photon detection at the detec-
tion plane z and transverse position y is Py = Tr (Γyρ),
with Γy = E
(−)
y (y, z)E
(+)
y (y, z), where Γy is the intensity
operator which propagates the electromagnetic field from
the SLM to the image plane, E
(−)
y (y, z) and E
(+)
y (y, z)
5are the negative-frequency and positive-frequency parts
of the electric field operator at (y, z) [58, 59], respectively.
For the image plane measurements, the probability of
photon detection in a position y is
Tr (Γyρ) =
3∑
i=1
ρiie
− (y−id)2
σ2 , (5)
where ρii are the diagonal terms of three-level system
density matrix. The diagonal terms are the populations
in each energy level and in the optical simulation ρii =
Ii
IT
, with Ii being the intensity of the beam i (i = 1, 2,
3) detected at the image plane by the ICCD and IT =
I1 + I2 + I3.
The decoherence effects are also characterized from the
two-beam interference patterns obtained by blocking one
of the beams and merging two of the three beams paths
with a second cylindrical lens (Fig. 2). Photons are then
detected with the ICCD placed at the Focal plane of the
second cylindrical lens. We define the matrix elements
σij(t) which is obtained from the renormalized projec-
tion of ρ(t) over the Hilbert subspace {|i〉 , |j〉}. Eq. 6
shows the result of this operation on the density matrix
for the cascade type dynamic ρc(t) involving the |1〉 and
|2〉 Hilbert subspace
σ(t) =
1
Ir
I1 + I2p+ I3p2 √I1I2√1− p 0√I1I2√1− p I2(1− p) + I3p(1− p) 0
0 0 0

,
(6)
where Ir = I1 + I2 + pI3 and we considered that p =
pij ∀ i, j. The probability of detection in the Fourier
plane proportional to the expected value of Γ′y, which is
the Fourier transform of the intensity operator, Γ′y, and
propagates the electromagnetic field from the SLM to the
Fourier plane. Thus we have the interference pattern of
the state in Eq. 6 which is given by
Tr
(
Γ′yσ
)
= e
−−σk2y2
f2
[
1 + 2 |σij | cos
(
kyd
f
+ φij
)]
,
(7)
where f is the focal length of the lens, k is the modulus of
the wave vector and σij = |σij | eiφij . Thus the visibility
of the interference pattern between the paths |i〉 and |j〉
becomes Vij = 2 |σij(t)| [54, 55].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
The initial state prepared for the cascade dynamics
simulation is generated by a BPG. The three beams im-
age detected by the ICCD is shown in the Fig. 3 (a).
The three photonic beams represent the three-level sys-
tem and the photon count in each beam represent the
level population. By means of a MATLAB program, we
make a sum over the photon counts in the columns and
obtain a normalized vertically integrated transverse op-
tical profile (ITOP), plotted in Fig. 3 (b) in terms of
the horizontal pixels. After an image characterization of
FIG. 3. (a) Image measurement of the initial state for the
cascade dynamics. (b) Sum over the photon counts in the
columns for obtaining a normalized vertically integrated op-
tical profile (ITOP) of the initial state for the cascade dynam-
ics. And image measurements of the implementation of the
cascade dynamics for: (c) p = 0; (d) p = 0.25 and (e) p = 0.75
.
our initial state, we proceed to the implementation of the
cascade dynamics. By preparing all the diffraction grat-
ings that simulate the Kraus operators in a film at the
SLM, we measure the image of the three vertical beams
(path Gaussian states) as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the image obtained with the implementation of the
Kraus operators that describe the cascade dynamics for
some values of p between 0 and 1 with incremental step
of 0.125. For a complete coherence characterization of
the photon path three-level state that occurs during the
process of decay, we also measure the visibility of the in-
terference patterns of the photon beam pairs (the beams
were measured two by two), for the same probability val-
ues. This was realized by inserting an extra cylindrical
lens (Fig. 2) that focus the beams in the vertical direc-
tion at the ICCD plane. The interference patterns be-
tween the beams that represent the path states |1〉 and
|2〉 in the cascade dynamics are shown in Fig. 4.
6FIG. 4. Normalized vertically integrated optical profle
(ITOP) of the image measurements of the cascade dynam-
ics for: (a) p = 0; (b) p = 0.25 and (c) p = 0.75. Interference
patterns between the path states |1〉 and |2〉, with its ITOPs
of the cascade dynamics for: (d) p = 0; (e) p = 0.25 and (f)
p = 0.75 . The incidence plane is rotated in our setup which
demands that all the patterns must be rotated clockwise in
the data analysis.
The measurements at the image planes give us the di-
agonal elements of the matrix density (area below the
ITOPs curves). By performing the measurements at the
image plane and at the focal plane (interference pat-
terns), we are able to obtain the off-diagonal elements
of the three-level density matrix. From the visibility of
the two-beam interference patterns, we obtain the mod-
ulus of the off-diagonal elements of the matrix density.
Those results are shown in the Fig. 5 where the modulus
of the density operator elements are plotted in terms of
p (function of the decay time t). The continuous curve
is the theoretical prediction obtained by using the Kraus
operators for deriving the density operator evolution.
For the Λ dynamics, we proceeded analogously to the
cascade dynamics to simulate and analyse the three-level
decay. We made γ31 = 2γ32, aiming to have different
values of p31 and p32 for t 6= 0. We characterized the
Λ decay from p31 = p32 = 0 to the end of the decay
dynamics when no population exists in level 3, i.e., when
p31 = 1 − p32. The results for the time evolution of the
diagonal terms and the modulus of the off-diagonal ones
of the density matrix is depicted in Fig. 5.
Finally, for the V dynamics, we followed the same steps
for the other two previous decay dynamics and we con-
FIG. 5. Time evolution of the density matrix elements: (a)
diagonal elements of the density matrix for the cascade dy-
namics; (b) modulus of the off-diagonal elements of the den-
sity matrix for the cascade dynamics; (c) diagonal elements of
the density matrix for the Λ dynamics; (d) modulus of the off-
diagonal elements of the density matrix for the Λ dynamics;
(e) diagonal elements of the density matrix for the V dynam-
ics; and (f) modulus of the off-diagonal elements of the den-
sity matrix for the V dynamics. In the diagonal (off-diagonal)
graphs the lines correspond to the theoretical predictions and
the symbols are the measurement values, where black is ρ11(t)
(|σ12(t)|), red is ρ22(t) (|σ13(t)|) and blue is ρ33(t) (|σ23(t)|).
sidered γ21 = 2γ31. The results for the time evolution of
the diagonal terms and the modulus of the off-diagonal
ones of the three-level density matrix is depicted in Fig. 5.
In spite of some small deviations of the theoretical pre-
diction, the theoretical continuous lines fit the measured
points very well and we were able to simulate the three-
level dynamics satisfactorily.
V. CONCLUSION
We simulate the three-level state dynamics by using
photonic qutrit path state for representing the three-level
system. The qutrit state is prepared initially by generat-
ing a photon superposition state of three-path Gaussian
modes. Programming a temporal sequence of phase spa-
tial gratings, a SLM diffracts the Gaussian modes and
implements Kraus operators that describe the three-level
decay dynamics. Therefore, the SLM is responsible for
implementing generalized quantum operations on the ini-
tial three-level photonic quantum state. The experimen-
7tal characterizations of the density matrix for the output
state are in agreement to the theoretical predictions de-
spite a small deviation. With a precise periodical phase
modulation of the photonic paths, we are able to im-
plement a large number of operations and simulate the
different dynamics of decay in a three-level system. This
simulation give us a better comprehension of how quan-
tum jump affects the coherence of a three-level system.
Moreover, this implementation can be used for under-
standing how quantum jumps in high dimension systems
affects quantum protocols due to the state decoherence.
This procedure is general and it can be extended to mul-
tilevel systems with a number of levels higher than three
with pixel number and beam shape restrictions.
The quantity of achievable quantum operations with
this apparatus makes it a good choice for other imple-
mentations. For instance, we are able to simulate an
atomic system being excited by an external electromag-
netic field, not only the decaying. We can also test the
behavior of a quantum channel subjected to this kind of
noise.
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